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Behavior	of	Gases	
Go to the following website: http://dbpoc.com/pearson/chemsims/gold/kmtgold/KMT.phpExploring	the	Simulation	
What is the current clock time?  

1. Go into the experiment tab and run the experiment.  Take a couple of minutes and identify the different 
elements of the simulation you can change. List 4 different things you can do or investigate with the 
simulation. Reset the sim when you are done exploring. 

1. 2. 

3.  4.  

Select the Submicroscopic tab to bring up the 2D molecular level representation of the gas container.  For this 
assignment we will focus on this representation of the gas molecules and their behavior. 

2. Observe the gas sample. Are all the gas particles traveling at the same speed?
Yes  / No  / Can’t tell     (Circle One) 

a. If not selected, turn on the tracking button. One gas particle will look different from the others.  
Describe what causes a particle in the simulation to: 

Change direction:  

Change speed:  

3. Look at the histogram on right of the particle simulation. 

The short lines represent… The tall line(s) represents… 

The different colors (if present) represent… 

a. Change the number of moles of He in the container. How does that impact the histogram from the 
previous table? 

Explaining	Gas	Behavior	
4. Examining the relationship between volume and pressure of a gas.   

a. Reset the sim, then increase the moles of He to 0.10.  
b. If you decrease the volume of the gas (and everything else remains constant) what happens to the 

pressure?  (Don’t go below 0.50 L as the animation can get weird then.) 
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c. Pressure results from gas particles colliding with the walls of the container. Use this to explain the 
relationship between gas pressure and volume. (Your explanation should involve how changing 
the volume changes collisions between the gas particles and the walls of the container.)

d. Your friend (looking over your shoulder) points out that when you just decreased the volume of the gas, 
that the particles started moving faster because there were more collisions. You know that the particles 
shouldn’t have started moving faster with a volume change.  What evidence from the simulation would 
support your position that the average speed of the particles didn’t change?  

e. What parameter must change for the particles to change speed? 
5. Examining how the type of gas affects pressure. 

a. Keeping the V and T constant, what is the pressure for: 
Gas present Resultant pressure 

0.10 mole of He (FW = 4 g/mol)
0.10 mole of Ne (FW = 20 g/mol)
0.10 mole of Ar (FW = 40 g/mol)
0.05 mole of He and 0.05 mole Ar  

Given your results above, what can you conclude about the impact of type of gas on the pressure exerted 
(assuming V, T and n are constant)? 

b. What do you notice about the speed of the Ar particles compared to the He particles?  
Ar moves faster   Ar moves slower       Ar and He move at the same speed 

c. Based on your observations, what impact does molecular weight have on particle speed? 

d. Explain how two different gases can have particles with different speeds but have the same pressure. 
(Remember pressure is determined by collisions with the wall of the container. Your explanation 
should include how speed and mass of the particles affects these collisions.) 

What is the clock time at this point in the assignment? 
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Going	Further	
1. On your own, use the simulation to explore and summarize the relationships listed below.  

Note: For each of the following, in your explanation don’t just restate the relationship, be sure to include 
something about collisions of particles with the container walls. 

a. When volume and moles of gas are kept constant and Temperature increases, the pressure:
Mark the correct answer 

  Increases 
  Decreases 
  Stays the same  

Explain this relationship based on particle motion.

b. When volume and temperature are kept constant and the number of particles (mols) of a gas are 
increased, the pressure:

Mark the correct answer 
  Increases 
  Decreases 
  Stays the same  

Explain this relationship based on particle motion.

c. When pressure and moles of gas are kept constant and Temperature increases, the volume: [Note: to 
make volume the dependent variable, slide the Rspd button next to V.] 

Mark the correct answer 
  Increases 
  Decreases 
  Stays the same  

Explain this relationship based on particle motion.

2. HCl(g) and NH3(g) react to form a white solid (NH4Cl). If you have a tube with HCl at one end and NH3 at 
the other end (as shown in the diagram below), predict where the gases will meet and the white solid will 
form. Draw an arrow to indicate where you predict the solid will form on the diagram below.  

     HCl(g)             NH3(g) 
 MW = 36.45g/mol MW = 17.04g/mol

Image adapted from RSC.org 
Knowing that if both gases are at the same temperature they will have the same average kinetic 
energy, explain your choice. 

3. A weather balloon filled with helium gas gets larger as it ascends to high altitudes. Use particle motion to 
explain why this occurs. [Hint: think about the fact that the balloon is separating two gases, one on the 
outside and one on the inside.] 

Please turn over the page 
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4. Below is a picture of a balloon with particles of He in it (13 particles shown). In the box on the right, draw a 
picture of what the balloon would look like if you took it outside on a cold day. Explain your reasoning 
behind your drawing.

       Drawing:         Explanation: 

5. The figure shows two balloons, one contains hydrogen gas (H2) and the other carbon 
dioxide (CO2). They are at the same temperature and contain equal volumes of gas, but 
one is floating, and the other is not.

 Identify each of the following statement as true or false. 
a) The two balloons have the same pressure. True   False 
b) The two balloons contain the same number of molecules. True   False 
c) The two balloons contain the same mass. True   False 

 Use your answers to the above to explain why one is floating and the other is on the table. 

d) Separately, what can you conclude about the relative speed of the molecules in the two balloons?

H2 moves faster   CO2 moves faster       Both gases move at the same speed 

What is the current clock time?  

Since you started, did you:       work on this continuously, or did something else since starting 
This question is just to help us understand if the recorded times are an accurate reflection of how long you 
worked on this assignment.

Feedback on the Learning Activity 
1. Did you use any other resources to help you answer the questions?          Yes      /      No 

If yes, what did you use? 

2. What about the simulation assignment did you find most valuable? 

3. What about the simulation assignment did you find most frustrating? 


